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Abstract. Most research on attribute identification in data-
base integration has focused on integrating attributes using
schema and summary information derived from the attribute
values. No research has attempted to fully explore the use of
attribute values to perform attribute identification. We pro-
pose an attribute identification method that employs schema
and summary instance information as well as properties of
attributes derived from their instances. Unlike other attribute
identification methods that match only single attributes, our
method matches attribute groups for integration. Because our
attribute identification method fully explores data instances,
it can identify corresponding attributes to be integrated even
when schema information is misleading. Three experiments
were performed to validate our attribute identificationmethod.
In the first experiment, the heuristic rules derived for attribute
classification were evaluated on 119 attributes from nine pub-
lic domain data sets. The second was a controlled experiment
validating the robustness of the proposed attribute identifica-
tion method by introducing erroneous data. The third experi-
ment evaluated the proposed attribute identificationmethod on
five data sets extracted from online music stores. The results
demonstrated the viability of the proposed method.

Keywords: Attribute identification – Database integration –
Measures of association

1 Introduction

The traditional approach to data management constructs a sin-
gle database for a particular organizational need. However,
because of increasing organizational size and complexity, in-
formation needs are evolving from themanagement of a single
set of data toward the integration of various sets of organized
data [41,63]. In database integration research, schema inte-
gration (e.g., attribute identification) occurs prior to instance
integration (e.g., entity identification).We challenge this rigid
approach and demonstrate that database integration is more
appropriately done in an iterative manner. The objectives of
this research are to:

• Demonstrate that schema information alone is some-
times insufficient for database integration: to correct
this problem, we illustrate that instance information can
be used to identify the attributes to be integrated.

• Demonstrate the feasibility of interleaving instance in-
tegration with schema integration: we demonstrate that
it should be possible to perform entity identification (an
instance integration task) before attribute identification (a
schema integration task).

• Propose a robust attribute identification method: our
method uses instance information to overcome many
known problems in attribute identification. Specifically,
our method:
– Matches attributes with different data types: the

method should be able to identify that a student’s letter
grade is the same as his or her percentile grade.

– Identifies synonyms or homonyms: the method should
be able to identify that gender and sex are equivalent.

– Matches attributes with different scales: the method
should be able tomatchweight attributeswith different
measurement units such as pound and kilogram.

– Matches attributes where one is an abstraction of an-
other: the method should be able to identify that letter
grade is an abstraction of percentile grade.

– Matches attributes having erroneous or null values:
although themethod uses instances, it should be robust
to errors in the instances.

• Demonstrate the viability of the method: three experi-
ments were conducted to evaluate the method.

The main contribution of this research is to propose and
validate an instance-based attribute identification method to
improve database integration when schema information is ei-
ther inadequate or inappropriate. There are two other contri-
butions. First, we demonstrate that the relationship between
schema and instance integration for database integration can
be iterative. Second,we propose a robustmethod that uses both
schema and instance information to perform attribute identi-
fication. The proposed method is employed when the tuples
of corresponding relations can be successfully matched. A
three-step process is then used to perform attribute identifi-
cation as shown in Fig. 1. First, attributes are classified into
domain classes and combined to make attribute groups. The
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Fig. 1. Attribute identification process

correspondence scores of candidate pairs of attribute groups
for integration are then measured. Finally, based on the cor-
respondence scores, the process matches attribute groups for
integration.Althoughour research addresses the attribute iden-
tification problem for the case where two relations are being
integrated, this can be extended to the N relation case by in-
tegrating the N relations in a pairwise fashion. Thus, in a
three-relation case with relations A, B, and C, the relations A
and B are integrated first. Relation C is then integrated with
relation AB.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 reviews related
research and motivates our approach. Sections 3 to 5 discuss
each step of the process in detail. Section 6 presents three
experiments designed to validate the proposed method. Sec-
tion 7 concludes the research work, discusses the limitations,
and describes further research opportunities. Finally, the Ap-
pendix presents the heuristic rules developed to perform the
attribute identification task in detail.

2 Database integration research

Database integration is often divided into schema integra-
tion and instance integration. Schema integration [33] recon-
ciles schema elements (e.g., entities, relations, attributes, re-
lationships) of heterogeneous databases. Instance integration
matches tuples and attribute values. Attribute identification
is the task of schema integration that deals with identifying
matching attributes of heterogeneous databases. Entity iden-
tification [43] is the task of instance integration that matches
tuples from two relations based on the values of their key at-
tributes. These terms and their definitions are summarized in
Table 1.

Table 1. Definitions

Term Definition
1 Attribute One of the fields in a relation
2 Attribute group A set of attributes from the same rela-

tion
3 Attribute identi-

fication
The process of matching attributes
from corresponding relations in het-
erogeneous databases

4 Correspondence
measurement
function

A function that measures the similarity
between two attribute groups

5 Domain class A way of classifying attributes or at-
tribute groups by the properties useful
for attribute identification

6 Entity identifi-
cation

The process of matching tuples from
corresponding relations in heteroge-
neous databases

7 Instance inte-
gration

The process of integrating tuples
and instances from heterogeneous
databases

8 Schema integra-
tion

The process of matching and integrat-
ing schema elements from different
heterogeneous databases

2.1 Attribute identification

Attribute identification is a schema integration task. Existing
methodologies for schema integration often assume that in-
formation is available for attribute identification [35,57,62].
However, these methodologies do not address how the in-
formation can be obtained. There are three main approaches
to attribute identification that explore domain knowledge or
schema information: (1) the manual approach, (2) the know-
ledge-based approach, and (3) the data-mining approach.

• Manual approach: the manual approach assumes that in-
formation required to perform attribute identification (e.g.,
domain knowledge) is not available [35,57,62]. Humans
are required to perform the task of attribute identification
but can be guided by a methodological process. This tends
to be time consuming, tedious, and error-prone [38].

• Knowledge-based approach: the knowledge-based ap-
proach attempts to discover matching attributes by their
names using a knowledge base, thesaurus, or other “word
matching” database [8,9,49,58,61]. The effectiveness of
this approach is limited by the amount of useful informa-
tion accumulated by the knowledge base.

• Data-mining approach: this approach uses data-mining
algorithms such as neural networks and classification algo-
rithms to compute correspondence scores among attributes
[18,39,40,50,54].

Among these approaches, the data-mining approach is the
one that can best use the information contained in instances.
However, existing data-mining techniques rely primarily on
summary instance information (such as mean and standard
deviation) for attribute identification. But, as shown in Ta-
ble 2, the schema and summary instance information do not
suggest any corresponding attributes between the tables. For
example, Scr-A (i.e., the student’s percentage grade) corre-
sponds to L-Grd-B (i.e., the student’s letter grade), but not to
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Table 2. Measuring correspondence using the proportion of explained variance

Relation A Relation B
ID-A Scr-A Weight-A Consent-A Cm-A Mt-A ID-B L-Grd-B Kgs-B Expt-B Pgm-B
1 95 85 Parent 9 9 1 A 39 No G
2 80 69 Child 3 3 2 B 31 No N
3 76 61 Both 4 1 3 C 28 Yes S
4 87 74 None 6 8 4 B 34 No N
5 73 71 Parent 1 8 5 C 32 No S
6 91 73 Both 8 9 6 A 33 Yes G
7 77 87 Parent 5 5 7 C 39 No N
8 84 77 Both 5 5 8 B 35 Yes N

(a) Relations with corresponding attributes

Relation A Relation C
ID-A Scr-A Weight-A Consent-A Cm-A Mt-A ID-C Class-C Stp-C Fgn-C Phys-C
1 95 85 Parent 9 9 1 B 35 Yes S
2 80 69 Child 3 3 2 A 39 No N
3 76 61 Both 4 1 3 B 31 No G
4 87 74 None 6 8 4 C 28 No S
5 73 71 Parent 1 8 5 A 34 No N
6 91 73 Both 8 9 6 C 32 Yes N
7 77 87 Parent 5 5 7 B 33 No N
8 84 77 Both 5 5 8 C 39 Yes G

(b) Relations without corresponding attributes

Class-C (i.e., the student’ physical education class). How-
ever, both L-Grd-B and Class-C have identical schema
and summary information (e.g., data types, number of distinct
data instances, range of data instances). The only distinction
is in their attribute names, which is uninformative. An ex-
amination of their instances, however, does reveal the corre-
sponding attributes. For the ID “1,’ the Scr-A of 95 maps
to the L-Grd-B of “A.” For the ID “2,” the Scr-A of 80
maps to the L-Grd-B “B,” etc., and it becomes clear that
a grade-based mapping function could translate one into the
other. However, no obvious mapping function would translate
Scr-A to Class-C.

Relation A contains student information in a homeroom
teacher’s database, Relation B contains student information
in the database of the administrative office, while Relation C
contains information from the department of physical educa-
tion. Data in all three relations refer to the same set of students.
Attributes inRelationsBandChave equivalent data types, data
lengths, and instances. The only distinction between these two
relations is the order of the instances and their (noninforma-
tive) attribute names. In this case, schema and summary in-
stance information is necessary but not sufficient for attribute
identification.

However, by matching individual instances, it can be ob-
served that the attributes in Relation A match with attributes
in Relation B, but not with Relation C. Scr-A, the student’s
final class score, can be mapped to L-Grd-B, the student’s
letter grade. Wgt-A is the student’s weight in pounds, while
Kgs-B is the weight in Kilograms. Cons-A identifies whe-
ther the child, parent, or both consent to having the child
undergo experimental educational treatments. Only if both

parent and child consent can the child be used for experi-
ments (Expt-B). Finally, the child’s standardized commu-
nications score (Cm-A) and mathematics score (Mt-A) de-
termine whether the child enters the “Gifted,” “Normal,” or
“Special Assistance” program Pgm-B. The physical educa-
tion class number of the child (Class-C), the number of
situps the child performs in 1 min (Stp-C), whether the child
is a foreigner (Fgn-C), and the physical ability of the child
(Phys-C) do not correspond to attributes of Relation A.

2.2 Entity identification

Attribute identification in Table 2 assumed that entity identifi-
cation could be performed. Inmany cases, entity identification
can be performed with only partial schema information. For
example, tuples can be matched by matching known key at-
tributes. In the example, the student’s ID was used universally
throughout the school. There are many cases where matching
key attributes is sufficient for matching tuples such as:

• Relations that describe personnel records: people are
often referred to by a standard serial number, e.g.,
Social Security Number and Employee No.

• Relations that have well-accepted keys: examples include
relations that describe books (identified by ISBN) or In-
ternet hosts (identified by IP Number).

Even when matching candidate keys do not exist, alternative
ways tomatch tuples have been suggested such as probabilistic
matching of keys and matching of approximate keys [15,19,
27,42,43].
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3 Attribute classification and group formation

This section presents the first step of the attribute identifica-
tion process: the classification of attributes and formation of
attribute groups. Heuristic rules have been developed to assign
domain classes to attributes (i.e., attribute classification) based
on the schema information and the analysis of attributes’ val-
ues. The classified attributes then form groups for integration.

3.1 Domain class hierarchies

We have identified various properties that are useful for de-
termining both the appropriate summary instance informa-
tion and the way to analyze instances for attribute identifica-
tion [31,43,59]. From these properties, we established three
domain hierarchies, String, Coded, and Key, as shown in
Fig. 2. Each domain class within the hierarchies has unique
properties.

• Key domain hierarchy: the Key domain hierarchy has
key properties. There are two domain classes in this do-
main hierarchy, Candidate Key and Foreign Key.

• String domain hierarchy: the String domain hierarchy
has string properties with three different classes, Alpha-
betic, ZeroNine, and Mixed. The ZeroNine domain
class is for attributes with only numeric characters (e.g.,
“0” . . . “9”) in their values. TheAlphabetic domain class
is for attributes with only nonnumeric characters in their
values. TheMixed domain class is for attributes with both
numeric and nonnumeric characters in their values.

• Coded domain hierarchy: the Coded domain hierarchy
organizes mathematical/statistical properties (e.g., dis-
tinctness, distance, order) with three main domain classes.
– In the Nominal domain class, distinct values are not

equivalent. For example, “Parent” and “Child” in the
attribute Cons-A are different from each other. The
Nominal domain class has two terminal classes,Cat-
egorical and Dichotomous. The Categorical do-
main class is for attributes with several distinct in-
stances. For example, the attribute Cons-A can be as-
signed theCategorical domain class. If an attribute’s
values has only two distinct values, it should be as-
signed the Dichotomous domain class. Dichoto-
mous is separated from Categorical because these
kinds of attributes have unique statistical properties
[29] that can be used for attribute identification.

– The Ordinal domain class has the distinctness and
order properties. Values of an attribute with this do-
main class can be ranked. For example, it is appropriate
to say for L-Grd-B that an “A” is better than a “B.”
However, it is not possible to quantitatively determine
how much better an “A” is.

– The Interval domain class has all the properties of
the Ordinal one. In addition, this domain class con-
veys the property of distance. It has two subclasses, the
Date and Number domain classes. TheDate domain
class is used for attributes whose values indicate dates,
whereas the Number domain class is established for
those attributes whose values are subject to all arith-
metic operations (e.g., multiplication, division).

3.2 Attribute classification

The domain classes are assigned to attributes according to
information obtained from the (1) database schema such as
data type, key information, display format, and data domain,
(2) summary information such asmean and standard deviation,
and (3) the results of data analysis on attribute values.

An attribute’s values may satisfy properties that belong
to multiple domain hierarchies but should satisfy the proper-
ties of at least the String domain hierarchy. Terminal classes
are the only classes assigned to attributes. For example, based
on the attribute values of Salary, the Number and Zero-
Nine domain classes can be assigned to Salary. To reduce
the computational effort, only one domain class per attribute
is assigned. Therefore, domain classes are assigned to an at-
tribute in the sequenceKey,Coded, and String. This domain
class assignment sequence is established for two reasons:

• Key information and character string information are use-
ful for assigning Coded domain classes. For example, if
an attribute contains alphanumeric strings, it is unlikely to
be a Number.

• Key information is easier to derive than character string
information since it is often directly embedded in schema
information.

Key domain classes: Assigning attributes with Key domain
classes is performed by reading the data dictionary, deriving
it (e.g., using the algorithms proposed by [11,24,45]), or ob-
taining it manually. Attributes having both the candidate key
and foreign key properties are assigned the Candidate Key
domain class since entity identification implies that all candi-
date keys match. Foreign key properties become superfluous
for attribute identification once an attribute is matched as a
candidate key.

Coded domain classes: Attributes with a particular data type
can have many possible Coded domain classes. For exam-
ple, an attribute with the Integer data type can be assigned
the Number domain class (e.g., Salary), the Date domain
class (e.g., Military Date), the Ordinal domain class
(e.g., Grade where “1” is an “A,” “2” a “B,” etc.), the Cate-
gorical domain class (e.g., Consent, where “1” is “Both,”
“2” is “Parent,” etc.), or theDichotomous domain class (e.g.,
Foreigner where “1” is “Yes”).

We have established a set of heuristic rules (extensions of
work done in [12,55]) to classify attributes into the Coded
domain classes. These rules use both schema and instance
information to classify attributes. For example, dichotomous
attributes can be distinguished either because they have a boo-
lean data type, or have two or fewer unique instances (e.g.,
Gender). Some kinds of Categorical attributes are often
coded as words (e.g., Occupation or Religion). These
can be distinguished by comparing their instances to a publicly
available electronic dictionary such as WordNet [48]. A full
list of rules is presented in Appendix A.1.

String domain classes: the assignment of String domain
classes is performed based on analysis of the instances’ char-
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acters. For example, instances with only characters ranging
from 0 to 9 are assigned the ZeroNine domain class.

Because these are heuristic rules, it is possible that an inap-
propriate domain class could be assigned. Any inappropriate
domain class assignment can be reviewed and changed man-
ually by the database integration specialist.

3.3 Formation of attribute groups

Unlike other attribute identification methods that match sin-
gle attributes, our method matches attribute groups. A set of
attributes is grouped together if a valid domain class can be as-
signed to the group. For example, Coded and String domain
classes can only be assigned to attribute groups if all the at-
tributes in that group haveCoded and String domain classes.
Key domain classes can be assigned to attribute groups irre-
spective of the domain classes of the individual attributes. For
example, the attribute group {First Name, Last Name}
may be assigned the Candidate Key domain class, even
though the individual attributes were not assigned a Key do-
main class.

The assignment of terminal domain classes from the Key
and String domain hierarchies to attribute groups is per-
formed in a similar manner to that with individual attributes.
Terminal domain classes of the Coded domain hierarchy are
assigned to attribute groups based on the assignment rules
presented in Table 3. Assigning appropriate domain classes
from the Coded domain hierarchy to attribute groups is an
associative process starting from two member attributes. The
sequence of combination is immaterial for the resulting do-
main classes. For example, an attribute group has three at-
tributes – L-Grd-B, Expt-B, and Pgm-B – assigned the
Ordinal, Dichotomous, and Ordinal domain classes, re-
spectively. Referring to Table 3, the domain class that results
from combining L-Grd-B and Expt-B is Categorical.
{L-Grd-B, Expt-B} combined with Pgm-B is also Cate-
gorical. Were the sequence of combination changed (e.g., if
the domain class of {L-Grd-B, Pgm-B} were derived first),
the final domain class would still be Categorical. The jus-
tification of these assignment rules presented in Table 3 is
discussed in Appendix A.2.

Table 3. Summary of Coded domain class assignments

Grp B
Grp A Numa Date Ordb Catc Dichd

Numa Num Date N/A N/A Num
Date Date Date N/A N/A Date
Ordb N/A N/A Cat Cat Cat
Catc N/A N/A Cat Cat Cat
Dichd Num Date Cat Cat Dich
a Number
b Ordinal
c Categorical
d Dichotomous

4 Measurement of correspondence scores

Once the attribute groups are formed, the attribute identifica-
tion process performs the following tasks.

1. Pair the attribute groups. All attribute groups from Re-
lations A and B that have the same domain hierarchy
are paired together. For example, the pair {{Cons-A},
{Expt-B}} is established since {Cons-A} and
{Expt-B} have been assigned Categorical and Di-
chotomous, respectively, and both are under the Coded
domain class hierarchy.

2. Measure the correspondence scores. For each pair of at-
tribute groups, the appropriate measurement function is
determined based on the domain classes. The chosen mea-
surement function is then applied to the pair to produce a
correspondence score. This task is elaborated in the fol-
lowing three subsections.

4.1 Key correspondence score measurement

Correspondence scores of attribute group pairs with Candi-
date Key and Foreign Key domain classes are determined
in the following manner.

1. Both attribute groups are assigned Candidate Key: en-
tity identification has already been performed, so candi-
date keys of the two heterogeneous relations must already
match. Measuring the correspondence score is not nec-
essary. In some circumstances, candidate keys that are
matched may appear to be nonequivalent. For example,
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consider the case of Name and ID, where all Names are
unique. However, such a match implies that every Name
maps to a particular ID and vice versa, and therefore one
can be substituted for the other in any database transaction
in the integrated relation.

2. One attribute group is assigned Candidate Key and the
other is assigned Foreign Key: once entity identification
has been performed, the candidate keys of the relations to
be integrated will be equivalent. Thus, foreign key infor-
mation adds no value in this case.

3. Both attribute groups are assigned Foreign Key: Good-
man and Kruskal’s Lambda is used to measure the corre-
spondence score in this case. Lambda uses the co–occurr-
ence/non-co–occurrence matrix between instances of the
attribute groups to obtain a measure of the proportion of
explained variance (i.e., prediction score).

4.2 Coded correspondence score measurement

Two factors should be considered in measuring the correspon-
dence for attribute group pairs having a domain class from
the Coded domain hierarchy: (1) the appropriate measure-
ment function to apply to the pair and (2) the magnitude of the
correspondence. These two factors are discussed below.

4.2.1 Determination of Measurement Functions

Table 4, an extension of prior work by Sekaran [56] (p. 269),
presents the mappings from the domain classes to the func-
tions. Each measurement function is chosen to exploit the do-
main class properties (e.g., distinctiveness, order) of the at-
tribute groups. Also, each function measures the same con-
cept: the proportion of explained variance between the at-
tribute groups. Thus, the correspondence scores of Coded
attribute group pairs can be compared to each other.

For example, the attribute group {Cons-A} is paired with
the attribute group {Expt-B}. Our method selects Goodman
and Kruskal’s Lambda as the appropriate measurement func-
tion for this pair. In Table 4, attribute groups assigned the
Interval domain class are subcategorized into single (de-
noted as 1) and multiattribute attribute groups (denoted as N )
as the correspondence measurement functions used for single
attributes cannot be applied when there are multiple attributes
in the attribute group. Correspondencemeasurement functions
for the other domain classes do not have this limitation. Mul-
tiattribute attribute groups assigned the Dichotomous do-
main class are treated as multiattribute Numbers since the
Dichotomous domain class has the limited distance property.

Well-accepted measurement functions are employed in
this research [7,29,52], so they will not be discussed further.
However, the examples presented in Table 3(a) demonstrates
why different functions are necessary inmeasuring correspon-
dence for different attribute groups, as well as to provide an
intuitive understanding of how some of the different functions
work.

In RelationA, the attributes Wgt-A and Cons-A have the
Interval and Categorical domain classes, respectively. In
Relation B, Kgs-B would have the Interval domain class.
To measure the correspondence between Wgt-A and Kgs-B,

the Box-Cox regression function would be used. To measure
Cons-A against Kgs-B, an ANOVA would be used.

A regression determines the best fit line through the N -
dimensional space containing the attribute values. For exam-
ple, the points combining Wgt-A and Kgs-B would form a
cloud on a two-dimensional spacewithWgt-Aonone axis and
Kgs-B on another. For any functional form (e.g., Y = βX ,
Y = βX2, Y = βX3) there is exactly one line that can be
drawn through the points so that the squared distance from the
points to the line is minimized. The squared distance is used
because points will be normally distributed around a line that
genuinely fits the cloud. The slope of this line identifies the
optimal mapping between the attribute groups. For example,
in the case of Wgt-A and Kgs-B, the regression would deter-
mine that 0.45 Wgt-Amaps to Kgs-B. The squared distance
of the points to the line can be compared to the squared dis-
tance of the points to the center of the cloud (i.e., the cloud’s
mean) to determine the ability of the line to explain the dis-
tribution of the points. The explanatory ability of the line is
termed the proportion of explained variance and is the cor-
respondence score. In the case of Wgt-A and Kgs-B, this
score is 0.992, which suggests that Wgt-A and Kgs-B are
very similar (see Table 5).

A regression cannot be used when one of the attributes is
Categorical because Categorical attributes do not incor-
porate the notions of order or distance. Instead, an ANOVA
is used. In the ANOVA, the values of the Interval attribute
are grouped by the values of the Categorical one. To assess
the proportion of explained variance, the distance within the
groups is compared to the distance between the groups. For ex-
ample,within the “Parent” value, the distance betweenKgs-B
is about 7 kg (i.e., in Table 3(a), the Kgs-B for the tuples with
“Parent” ranges from 32 to 39). Between “Parent” and “Child”
the distance is 8 kg (i.e., 31 to 39). Because the distances are so
close, this suggests that clustering Kgs-B by Cons-A does
not significantly reduce the variation in Kgs-B. In fact, in this
case the proportion of explained variance is 0.000.

All of the measurement functions described measure the
proportionof explainedvariancebetween twoattribute groups.
Since this measure is a cumulative one, it tends to be biased in
favor of attribute groups with many attributes. For example,
if the proportion of explained variance between the attribute
groups Wgt-A and Kgs-B is 0.992, then the proportion of
explained variance between {Wgt-A, Scr-A}, and Kgs-B
will be at least 0.992. Even a slight artifact association between
Scr-A and Kgs-Bwill cause the measured association to be
greater than 0.992.

We adopt the standard procedure for model fitting used
in stepwise regression [21] to control this phenomenon. Cor-
respondences that include a multiattribute attribute group are
considered only if the correspondence score increase is be-
yond a certain threshold. The default threshold is set so that
the partial contribution of new attributes in the pair is statis-
tically significant at the α = 0.05 level.1 For example, the
proportion of explained variance between {Wgt-A, Scr-A}

1 In statistical language, α is a probability threshold and is com-
pared to p, the actual probability that an event could occur by random
chance. α = 0.05, the commonly accepted threshold, means we are
willing to accept that an association exists because it has only a 5%
chance of occurring randomly [31,36].
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Table 4. Selection of measurement functions

Group B
Group A Num(N ) Num(1) Date(N ) Date(1) Ord Cat Dich
Num(N ) CCd BTb CCd BTb OLe MAh LOj

Num(1) BTb BCa BTb BCa OLe ANg PBk

Date(N ) CCd BTb CCd (R2)c OLe MAh LOj

Date(1) BTb BCa (R2)c (R2)c OLe ANg PBk

Ord OLe OLe OLe OLe ρf λi λi

Cat MAh ANg MAh ANg λi λi λi

Dich LOj PBk LOj PBk λi λi φl

a Box-Cox
b Box-Tidwell
c Pearson’s Coefficient of Determination
d Canonical Correlation
e Ordered Logit
f Spearman’s Coefficient of Rank Determination
g One-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
h One-Way Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA)
i Goodman and Kruskal’s Lambda
j Logistic Regression/ANOVA/MANOVA
k Point Biserial Correlation Coefficient
l Phi Coefficient

Table 5. Correspondence score matrix of attribute groups from Re-
lations A and B

Rel. B
Rel. A L-Grd-B Kgs-B Expt-B Pgm-B
Scr-A 0.901 0.209 0.01 0.831
Wgt-A 0.102 0.992 0.240 0.410
Cons-A 0.300 0.000 0.750 0.000
Cm-A 0.705 0.291 0.041 0.792
Mt-A 0.435 0.200 0.224 0.412
{Cm-A,Mt-A} 0.793 0.356 0.469 0.831

and Kgs-B is 0.995. As this value is not significantly higher
than 0.992, the two attribute groups are determined not to cor-
respond.

4.3 String correspondence score measurement

In many cases, it is not necessary to measure the correspon-
dence score of an attribute group pair with a common String
domain hierarchy because their domain classes will reveal that
they do not correspond. For example, an attribute assigned the
Alphabetic domain class will not correspond to an attribute
assigned the ZeroNine domain class through string matching
because the former has no values from 0 . . . 9, while the latter
consists mainly of such values. A correspondence score of 0
is automatically assigned to such cases.

If the domain classes reveal nothing about the correspon-
dence, then string distance [59] must be used to measure
their correspondence. We adopt the Levenshtein [37] met-
ric to measure string distance between instances. The Lev-
enshtein metric counts the minimum number of insertions,
deletions, and substitutions required to transform one string
to another. To standardize the Levenshteinmetric andmap it to
a score between 0 and 1, we adopt the formula in Eq. 1, where
StringDistance is the Levenshtein metric and StringA and

StringB are the instances being compared. The correspon-
dence score is then the average standardized string distance.

1 − StringDistance

max (len(StringA),len(StringB))
(1)

The accurate measurement of string distance for multiat-
tribute attribute groups requires knowledge of the correct order
of the attributes within each group. For example, if the cor-
respondence score between the pair {{Surname, Given -
Name}, {First Name, Last Name}} were measured, it
would differ depending on whether (Surname, Given -
Name}) was being compared to (First Name, Last -
Name) or (Last Name, First Name). The appropriate
order can be obtained by measuring the string distance of sub-
sets of such attribute group pairs. For example, if the cor-
respondence score of {{First Name}, {Given Name}}
were higher than that of {{First Name}, {Surname}}, it
would be more appropriate to measure the correspondence
score between the groups (Given Name, Surname) and
(First Name, Last Name).

5 Matching attribute groups

The third step of the attribute identification process determines
the best combination of matching attribute group pairs for
attribute integration. At this point, the correspondence scores
of all candidate attribute group pairs have been produced. The
best combination of matching attribute group pairs cannot be
obtained by selecting attribute group pairs with the highest
scores because inmany cases therewill be conflictingmatches.
For example, consider the matrix of correspondence scores
for the elementary school example presented as Table 5. For
brevity, only scores for single attributes and one multiattribute
attribute group are presented.

As can be seen, the correspondence between
{Cm-A,Mt-A} and Pgm-B has the same score as the
correspondence between Scr-A and Pgm-B. Considering
these correspondences in isolation, it is not obvious which
attribute group Pgm-B should be matched with. However,
because Scr-A corresponds more strongly to L-Grd-B
and should therefore be matched with it, Pgm-B should be
matched with {Cm-A,Mt-A}. This example illustrates the
problem of matching attribute groups. To match one attribute
group with another, the matching of all other attribute groups
must be considered simultaneously.

The problem of matching attribute groups is a special case
of the linear assignment problem: allocate M resources to N
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tasks tomaximize a cost or benefit function. Only one resource
can be allocated to each task. If M and N have different val-
ues, either some resource is not allocated or some task does
not receive a resource. The linear assignment problem is well
studied, and solutions such as the Hungarian algorithm [46]
(employed by our method) have been developed. Thus, the
attribute group matching task is performed in the following
sequence:

1. The correspondence scores of the attribute groups are ar-
ranged in three matrices, one for each domain hierarchy.

2. The linear assignment algorithm is applied, and proposed
matches are presented to the user.

3. The user accepts or rejects the matches. If the user accepts
a match, the matching attribute groups and all attribute
groups that are subsets of thematching groups are removed
from the matrix. Otherwise, the correspondence score of
the match is set to 0. The process then iterates from step 2
until either all attribute groups have been matched or the
user halts the process.

The matching task matches all attribute groups from the
relation with the fewest attribute groups. However, in many
cases, not all attribute groups in a relation match with other
attribute groups in another relation. One way of identifying ar-
tifact matches is by assessing the correspondence score of the
match. Low correspondence scores suggest poor matches. To
accommodate this possibility, the user sets a threshold so that
matches below this threshold are not presented. The default
threshold set is 0.100. This means that less than 10% of the
variance between the two attribute groups is explained. The
threshold is deliberately set low to minimize the number of
genuinely matched attribute groups that are not presented.

6 Validation

Three experiments were conducted to validate the proposed
attribute identification method. In the first, the heuristic rules
established for attribute classification were tested against sev-
eral public domain data sets to measure their effectiveness.
In the second experiment, the attribute identification method
was validated by applying it to integrate attributes from two
relations with known confounding characteristics (e.g., syn-
onymity). By applying the method in a controlled environ-
ment, we could accurately identify the independent factors
that would reduce its efficacy. In the third experiment, our at-
tribute identification method was applied to relations obtained
from several online music stores to test its applicability in a
real-world setting. These experiments illustrate the viability
of the proposed method.

6.1 Experiment 1: Validation of heuristic rules
for attribute classification

We compared our domain class assignment process against as-
signments made by a domain expert on the public domain data
sets found in [3,4,6,17,20,25,28,30,34]. Most of the data sets
were obtained from theCMUandUCIdata repositories [5,13].
Out of 119 attributes, 112 were identified correctly. In most
data sets, only one or fewermisclassifications occurred per ten

attributes. Four of the data sets had nomisclassification errors.
Table 6 summarizes the results. Data Set presents a reference
for each data set used. # Attr counts the number of attributes
in the data set. # Attr

√
indicates the number of attributes

identified correctly. The classification performed by the do-
main expert was taken as a baseline (i.e., the domain expert’s
classification was assumed correct). Incorrect Classification
describes which attributes were identified incorrectly, and the
nature of the error. Finally, Reason for Failure describes why
the classification error occurred.

Half of the incorrectly classified attributes were attributes
that should have been classified as Number but were classi-
fied asOrdinal. These attributes have the following common
properties:

• The data values are represented by Integers.
• They have few distinct instances. This property, in combi-

nation with the Integer data type property, misleads our
attribute classification process into classifying these at-
tributes as Ordinal.

• They are predominantly used to “count” something (e.g.,
years of Education, No of Children). The sole ex-
ception was the attribute Time to accelerate.

Based on the results of this experiment, we have extended
the heuristic rules to capture these properties and correctly
classify these attributes to enhance our attribute identification
method. New heuristics scan the attribute names for keywords
such as “No,” “Cnt,” “Count,” “Year,” or “Yr.”

6.2 Experiment 2: Data with known characteristics

For this experiment, an existing relation of 6090 elementary
school students was used (called Relation 1).A duplicate copy
of the relation was made (called Relation 2), and the attributes
were recoded to simulate a second relation to integrate with
the first. To simulate real-world conditions, a scripting pro-
gram inserted random errors into the relations. For example,
in Gender, some males were recorded as females. We con-
ducted this experiment to validate our approach against the
following attribute identification problems:

• Matching attributes have different data types: in the two
relations, Gender and Sex had different data types, as
did STLang (student’s preferred language) and Pref -
Lang (preferred language) .

• Synonyms or homonyms among attributes: Child in Re-
lation 1 referred to the child’s consent form. In Relation
2, it referred to the child’s name. Sex and Gender were
synonyms, as were StLang and Pref Lang.

• Matching attributes have different scales: Child and
Parent consent were more finely detailed versions of
Has Consent (i.e., consent was given only if both the
parent and the child consented).

• An attribute is an abstraction of another: the country of
nationality was a more finely detailed description of the
student’s race. For example, most Chileans, Brazilians,
Argentinians, etc. by birth were coded as Hispanics.

• Attributes have erroneous or null values: random errors
totaling 10%, 15%, and 20% of all values were introduced
into Relation 1 during three successive runs of the exper-
iment.
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Table 6. Application of heuristic rules to data sets

Data Set # Attr # Attr
√

Incorrect Classification Reason for Failure
[20] 9 7 No of Cylinders and

Time to accelerate were clas-
sified as Ordinal instead of Number

Too few distinct instances

[3] 11 10 Education was classified as Ordi-
nal instead of Number

Too few distinct instances

[17] 8 7 Sample Date was classified as
Number instead of Date

Day values of the attribute were given
the value 00

[30] 33 33 No error No error
[4] 6 6 No error No error
[28] 6 6 No error No error
[6] 15 14 Education was classified as Cate-

gorical instead of Ordinal
Instances of Education were found
in the dictionary

[34] 27 25 # in family and # kids classi-
fied as Ordinal instead of Number

Too few distinct instances

[25] 4 4 No error

• Attribute group matchings could be identified: the three
attributesLast,First, and MI together formed Child.
Child and Parent together were the same as Has -
Consent.

To validate the robustness of the method, we inserted 609,
915, and 1218 errors (i.e., 10%, 15%, and 20% of the data, re-
spectively) into the duplicate relation for every attribute. Note
that these error levels are extreme. While it is likely that 10%
of the tuples in any relation may have errors, data quality must
be very poor before 10% of the attribute values contain error.
Results with a score of less than 0.1 were considered nonin-
teresting. The final matching results for these experiments are
presented in Tables 7, 8, and 9, respectively, sorted in order
of measure type and then score. The tables are interpreted as
follows. No is a reference number for that pairing in the ex-
periment. Attr 1 is the attribute group from Relation 1. Attr
2 is the attribute group from Relation 2 that matches Attr 1.
DH is the domain hierarchy used to select the correspondence
score measurement function. S indicates string matching. C
(for Coded) indicates a statistical function. Result indicates
whether the pairing was correct. Partial means that a subset
of two matching attribute groups was identified. Remarks de-
scribesmatching pairs that were dropped because they conflict
with matching pairs with a higher correspondence score.

The results of this experiment show how robust our me-
thod is subject to data error. At 10% error, all of the correct
matching attribute group pairs were correctly presented. At
15% error, one incorrect matching pair was presented. Also,
as a result of that incorrect matching pair, two correct match-
ing pairs were not presented. A second round of matching
would identify these remaining correct pairs. At 20% error,
one correct matching pair would never be detected, the pair-
ing of {Parent, Child} with Has Consent. Note that at
20% error, fully 20% of the attribute values of Parent and
20% of the attribute values of Child contained errors.

This experiment suggests that our method can work for
cases where synonyms, homonyms, attributes with different
scales, attribute groups, data abstractions, and erroneous or
null values occur between relations to be integrated. Further-
more, it provides us with an assessment of the method’s ro-
bustness in handling erroneous data instances by demonstrat-

ing that (at least for one case) the method fails only when a
large percentage of data is erroneous.

6.3 Experiment 3: Validation on a real-world setting

To demonstrate that our attribute identification method is ap-
plicable and useful in a real-world setting, we used it to in-
tegrate five relations extracted from the online music stores
CDWorld [10], MassMusic [47], MusicForce [51], Riddim
[53], and X-Radio [60]. This data was HTML text data, so
there was little available schema information that could be
analyzed automatically. Hence the integration of these five re-
lations provided an ideal real-world test for the applicability
of the method. Furthermore, because the “implicit” schema of
the five relations was highly similar, it was possible for us to
verify the results. Attribute identification was performed on
five relations to afford us sufficient replication to evaluate the
generalizability of the results.With five relations we could test
our method on up to 32 (i.e., 25) pairs of data sets.

Table 10 presents a summary of the five relations. In most
of the relations, “artist” referred to the recording artist or
group, “title” to the CD title, “label” to a production code,
“No” to a serial number found on the CD, “date” to the date
of release, and “price” to the sale price of the CD. However,
there were exceptions. For CD World, “price” referred to the
CD list price, while “Buy CD” referred to the market price.
Furthermore, for this relation, “label” referred to the record-
ing studio. For Riddim and X-Radio, “Maker” referred to the
recording studio.

Entity identification was performed by comparing the
Title and Artist attributes of the relations. No match-
ing entities were found for three pairs of relations – Riddim
vs. Musicforce, Musicforce vs. X-Radio, and Massmusic vs.
MusicForce. Attribute identification was performed on the at-
tributes of the relation-pairs with successful entity identifica-
tion. The mean and median success rates for attribute match-
ing averaged 0.719 and 0.833 (i.e., on average our method
successfully identified 72% of matched attributes).

All matching errors occurredwithCoded attribute groups,
and were caused by one of two factors:
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Table 7. Results on transformed relations (10% error)

No Attr 1 Attr 2 DH Score Result Remarks
1 {First, MI, Last} Child S 0.907 Correct
2 Gender Sex C 0.802 Correct
3 StLang Pref Lang C 0.725 Correct
4 {Child, Parent} Has Consent C 0.653 Correct
5 Ethnic Nation C 0.576 Correct
6 Child {Has Consent, Nation} C 0.154 Incorrect Dropped because of 4

Table 8. Results on transformed relations (15% error)

No Attr 1 Attr 2 DH Score Result Remarks
1 {First, MI, Last} Child S 0.900 Correct
2 Gender Sex C 0.732 Correct
3 StLang Pref Lang C 0.651 Correct
4 {Ethnic, Parent} {Has Consent, Nation} C 0.469 Incorrect
5 {Child, Parent} Has Consent C 0.382 Correct Dropped because of 4
6 Ethnic Nation C 0.378 Correct Dropped because of 4
7 {Gender, Parent} {Has Consent, Pref Lang} C 0.354 Incorrect Dropped because of 2

Table 9. Results on transformed relations (20% error)

No Attr 1 Attr 2 DH Score Result Remarks
1 {First, MI, Last} Child S 0.893 Correct
2 Gender Sex C 0.631 Correct
3 StLang Pref Lang C 0.536 Correct
4 {Ethnic, Parent} {Has Consent, Pref Lang} C 0.407 Incorrect
5 {ST Lang, Parent} {Has Consent, Nation} C 0.356 Incorrect
6 Parent Has Consent C 0.347 Partial Dropped because of 4 and 5
7 Ethnic Nation C 0.311 Correct Dropped because of 4 and 5
8 {Ethnic, Child} {Has Consent, Sex} C 0.264 Incorrect Dropped because of 4, 5, 7

• Attribute groupswerematchedwhennocorresponding
attribute group existed. In all of these cases, the corre-
spondence scores of thematches were very low. For exam-
ple,MassMusic.Datewasmatchedwith Riddim.No
even though the correspondence score was 0.048. There-
fore, we suggest that attribute groups matched with corre-
spondence scores lower than 0.100 should be considered
as having no matching attribute groups in the correspond-
ing relation. This value of 0.100 should be decreased if
the number of matching tuples is very low (e.g., less than
100).

• Data sets to be integrated came from organizations
with different business models. We observed that it was
particularly difficult to integrate the Riddim and X-Radio
data sets (both owned by Radix International) with those
of other organizations. An examination of our results sug-
gests that attribute identification failed due to the different
marketing behavior of Radix International. For example,
most correspondences between the Price attributes of
Radix’s data sets and other vendors tended to have low
scores. This suggests that Radix has a different pricing
scheme than other vendors. Also, the highest error rates
occurred when integrating the Riddim data set with that of
other vendors. Riddim is a branch of Radix International
that specializes in reggae music.We suspect that their spe-
cialization enables them to price their niche product at a
more competitive level than “normal” CD retailers such as
CDWorld.

This result suggests that our method is useful. In many
cases, database integration specialists using purely do-
main knowledge are likely to have matched the Price
attributes of the five stores. Our method, however, suc-
cessfully detected that the Prices of the stores did not
match.

6.4 Implication and discussion

Overall these experiments have demonstrated that the pro-
posed method is feasible, applicable, and robust for attribute
identification. The first experiment demonstrated that the heu-
ristic rules could be employed to correctly classify attributes
and group attributes.

The second experiment demonstrated the method’s ability
to function in situations where schema information was in-
sufficient for attribute identification. Specifically, it could cor-
rectly group attributes even when they had different names,
data types, scales, and levels of abstraction. Also, this experi-
ment demonstrated the robustness of the method. When 10%
of the data valueswere erroneous ormissing, themethod could
still perform well. Note that it is very rare for 10% of data val-
ues to be erroneous or missing.

The final experiment determined the applicability of the
method. The method successfully identified a case where a
human being would have erroneously identified two attributes
asmatching. In an integrated database,Riddim’s price attribute
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Table 10. Real-world relations employed in experiment

Name Citation No. Tuples Attributes
CDWorld [10] 108105 Artist, Title, Label, No, Date, Price, Buy CD
MassMusic [47] 41412 Artist, Title, Label, Date, Price
MusicForce [51] 2991 Artist, Title, Price
Riddim [53] 7502 Artist, Title, Label, No., Maker, Price
X-Radio [60] 1262 Artist, Title, Label, No., Maker, Price

should be kept separate, as the pricing strategy is distinct from
that of the other companies.

7 Summary and future research

An attribute identification method has been presented that as-
sumes the successful performance of entity identification.This
method examines the schema and attribute values to identify
appropriate functions for measuring correspondence between
the attribute groups. The correspondence scores are then used
to identify matching attribute groups. One-to-one matching
between attribute groups are established to avoid inferring
redundant attributes. By applying the proposed method, the
database integration specialist plays a supporting role for at-
tribute identification, mainly in validating the results of each
step.

7.1 Limitations

Themethod is designed to supplement existing research by en-
abling attribute identification in situations where schema and
summary instance information prove insufficient. The results
fromempirical analysis suggests that themethodperforms cor-
rectly for its intended purpose, i.e., identifying attributes for
two relations when entity identification has been performed.
Nevertheless, the approach has limitations. The most obvi-
ous limitation is that it cannot be employed without a prior
successful entity identification.

Second, it is possible that, when our method is employed
simultaneously with a method employing only schema and
summary instance information, both methods produce incom-
patible results. In such situations, it is possible that ourmethod
performs incorrectly, especially given the limitations outlined
below.

Our heuristics (Sect. 3) have only been applied for the data
sets presented in Sect. 6. Although every attempt was made to
test the method, there is no feasible way to obtain a random
sample of data sets. As a result, we cannot guarantee that the
method is applicable to all domains [16]. Furthermore, our
experiments identified some kinds of attributes that were not
successfully identified. However, given that the data sets were
obtained from multiple sources, some degree of orthogonal-
ity can be assumed. This assures that our method has wide
applicability [2].

The applicability of the correspondence score measure-
ment functions (Sect. 4) is likely to be robust. All of these
functions are in wide use, especially in the soft sciences (e.g.,
psychology, sociology, economics, medicine), and have been
shown to be reliable in situations where data instabilities such
as measurement error are prevalent [29]. In fact, in many of

these soft sciences, error rates are substantially higher than
the error rates tested here [14,16]. Nevertheless, results from
these studies are often considered satisfactory for enacting
social policy (i.e., for decisions of greater consequence than
attribute identification) precisely because the robustness of
these measures is accepted. Furthermore, the information pro-
vided by the correspondence score measurement functions is
in addition to existing information provided by the database
schemas. Thus, the pool of information is increased, and at-
tribute identification is generally improved. However, if these
data instabilities are unusually large, the method fails. This
was demonstrated in Sect. 6.2.

One-to-one matching (Sect. 5) has perhaps the strongest
set of assumptions. One strong assumption is that every at-
tribute group in one relation has at most one match in another
relation. In cases where a relation has redundant attributes
(e.g., calculated attributes), this is not the case. Section 6.3
presents one instance of a redundant attribute. In the CDWorld
data set, Buy CD and Price were redundant. Buy CD was
effectively Price with a fixed discount. This issue was han-
dled successfully because neither Buy CD nor Price corre-
lated with any of the other attributes. There is no guarantee in
other data sets that this would be the case.

It is for these reasons that in our system, the database inte-
gration specialist is always given the power to override a clas-
sification made by the method. The human’s ability to adapt
to changing circumstances complements the method’s ability
to tirelessly analyze large amounts of data (i.e., the instances).
However, the human’s decision is informed by the additional
information (e.g., domain classes and correspondence scores)
provided by our method.

7.2 Future research

This research can be extended in three directions. First, we are
reviewing other relevant measurement functions for adoption
in our attribute identification method. In many cases, due to
limitations of the functions used, correspondence between at-
tribute groups is not measured correctly. For example, if an
attribute group pair with a common Number domain class
corresponds through the function sin(X) = Y , our attribute
identification method is likely to determine that the attribute
group pair has no correspondence. However, functions that
can measure correspondence for attribute groups with a wide
range of characteristics tend to have poor accuracy. Second,we
are investigating the use of the domain class assignment and
the correspondence score measurement processes described
in this paper to improve the knowledge discovery in databases
(KDD) process. These correspondence scores can be used to
find attributes that will be susceptible to mining with cluster-
ing [23] or association rule algorithms [1]. Finally, we intend
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Table 11. Initially generated hypotheses

Type Num Date Ord Cat Dich
Integer ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
Decimal ✔ ✔
String ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
Date ✔

to conduct more experiments to validate the method. Experi-
ments to compare the method’s performance as a stand-alone
system with the method’s ability to complement a domain ex-
pert are planned.
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A Domain assignment and measurement function
selection rules

In this appendix, we present a justification for the various rules
and heuristics used to assign the domain classes and measure
the correspondence scores of the attribute groups. Wherever
possible, the examples provided inTable 2 are used to illustrate
the rules discussed.

A.1 Assignment of Coded domain classes

Attributes with a particular data type can have many possi-
ble Coded domain classes. For example, an attribute with the
Integer data type can be assigned the Number domain class
(e.g.,Salary), theDate domain class (e.g., Julian dates), the
Ordinal domain class (e.g., Pgm-B where “1” is “Gifted,”
“2” is “Normal,” etc.), the Categorical domain class (e.g.,
Cons-A, where “1” is “Both,” “2” is “Parent,” etc.), or theDi-
chotomous domain class (e.g., Expt-Bwhere “1” is “Yes”).
Table 11 describes the possible Coded domain classes for
each data type. A set of heuristic rules is established to deter-
mine the correct Coded domain class. These heuristic rules
are extensions of work done in [12,55].Where rules are direct
translations of those presented in [55], the rules are cited.

The data type is the principal kind of schema information
employed to determine the domain classes. Different database
management systems (DBMSs) use different names to de-
scribe the same data types. In this research, we consider the
four most commonly used data types for business data: Inte-
ger, Decimal, Date, and String. Data types such asVarchar,
Memo, Currency, and Boolean are considered as String,
String, Decimal, and Integer, respectively. Some DBMSs
employ other data types such as Graphic, OLE object, etc.
that require graphic, documentmatching or other algorithms to

integrate. This research does not attempt to integrate attributes
with those data types.

These rules are established to assign domain classes in the
sequence of Dichotomous, Date, Ordinal, Categorical,
and Number. This sequence has been established based on
the level of difficulty in assigning domain classes. Once a
domain class is identified, the assignment process terminates,
as each attribute may have only one domain class per domain
hierarchy.

Dichotomous: one rule is sufficient for determining the Di-
chotomous domain class.

1. If the data type of the attribute is Integer or String, and
the number of distinct attribute values is one or two, the
attribute is assigned the Dichotomous domain class.
Justification:Dichotomous attributes are defined as hav-
ing only one or two distinct instances.

Date: if an attribute has more than two distinct instances and
satisfies one of the following rules, it is assigned the Date
domain class:

1. The Attribute has the Date data type.
2. A date-specific function (e.g., Month(), Day of Week(),

etc.) is applied to the attribute by an application in the
database system. Many DBMS systems incorporate inter-
faces to programming languages such as C orVisual Basic.
All application source code is searched for reserved words
associated with an attribute. For example, if the function
Month(Nomroll.DOB) (i.e., date of birth) is found in
the application source code, there is strong evidence that
Nomroll.DOB is a Date.

3. The character strings “January,” “February,” etc. are found
in all instances.

4. The attribute values have a consistent format that con-
forms to a standard date format. For example, DD/MM/-
YY, DDD/YY, or Julian dates.

Justification: these rules analyze the attribute values against
almost all well-known date formats.

Ordinal and categorical: if neither Date nor Dichotomous
can be assigned to an attribute, it is considered for the Or-
dinal or Categorical domain class. An attribute can have
one of these two domain classes if it meets at least one of the
following conditions:

1. The attribute has a data length of less than 10 with less
than 26 distinct values. The values 10 and 26 are defaults
and can be adjusted by the database integration specialist.
Justification: this rule is adopted from the research done
in SNOUT [55]. The value 10 is chosen as the threshold
to support coding schemes such as the military alphabet
(where a code of “W” is “Waterfall”). The value 26 is
chosen as a threshold because many coding schemes use
letters of the English alphabet.

2. The attribute is a foreign key and is the candidate key of a
small relation (fewer than 26 instances) or system relation.
Justification: this rule attempts to capture Categorical
or Ordinal attributes that are presented as codes such as
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Pgm-B. Such codes are normally defined in a separate
supporting relation (called a system table). The value 26
is a default suggested by [55].

3. During data entry the attribute values are selected from a
list (e.g., pop-up window). Selection from a pop-up win-
dow can be discovered by searching for pop-up-related
reserved words in the application source code.
Justification: selection implies choice froma set of ordered
or unordered categories. Depending on the way in which
the source code was written, this rule may or may not
extract useful information.

The following four rules are applied to determine whether
the attribute should be assigned either the Ordinal or Cate-
gorical domain class.

1. If an attribute has the Integer data type, and has a length
greater than 2 (the size required for 25 distinct instances),
it is assigned the Ordinal domain class.
Justification: this rule captures Ordinal attributes that
have character positions with independent meaning. For
example, the Mercedes-Benz E series is structured on a
three-digit code, where the first digit refers to the size of
the car, and the remaining digits refer to the model.

2. if the values of the attribute can be meaningfully ranked,
then the attribute is assigned the Ordinal domain class.
For example, the values of the attribute L-Grd-B can be
ranked as (A, B, C, D, F). We consider an attribute mean-
ingfully ranked if it meets one of the following criteria:
• In the change history, most (> 90%) of the attribute

values are updated in the same way.
Justification: a consistent update pattern indicates or-
dering.

• The attribute values of the strings contain nonnumeric
characters. When alphabetically sorted, the leftmost
character of each value is at most two characters less
than the next attribute value.
Justification: this allows us to identify Ordinal at-
tributes such as L-Grd-B (i.e., values “A,” “B,” “C,”
“D,” “F”) and Signal Codes (i.e., values “Able,”
“Baker,” “Charlie,” “Delta,” “Echo,” etc.).

3. If all values of an attribute can be found in a dictio-
nary or spell-checking reference, then the attribute is as-
signed the Categorical domain class. For example, all
Occupations (e.g., “Engineer,” “Accountant,” “Man-
ager”) will be found in a dictionary.
Justification: the meaning of each word in a dictionary
can be considered in isolation from the other words. Thus,
ordering is not relevant.Also, the only implementable sort
order that can be established onwords is alphabetic, which
often has no semantic value.Attributes that aremeaningful
when sorted alphabetically are captured by Rule 2.

4. If all distinct instances of the attribute except one can be
arranged in running order, and the exception ends with a
9, then the attribute is assigned the Categorical domain
class. For example, an attribute with instances {1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 99} would be assigned this domain class.
Justification: this rule exploits a “hack” employed bymany
database administrators and data analysts who represent
special values such as “null” with a numeric string termi-
nated by 9.

Number: Finally, the Number domain class can be assigned
to attributes as long as any of the following rules are satisfied:

1. The instances of the attribute are always displayed with a
measurement symbol (e.g., $1200.00, 25◦C, 35 µm.).
Justification: most of the metrics with measurement sym-
bols are on the interval measurement scale. Differences in
the structure of the source code will affect the success of
this rule.

2. The last character of every instance has a value of 0 or 5.
Justification: This rule captures the tendency to “round
off” the values of attributes with Number domain classes.
For example, one is more likely to be paid a Salary of
$15,000 than $15,263.

3. The attribute has the Integer or Float data type, is not a
candidate or foreign key, and is never displayed on a report
or screen in a nonnumerical format.
Justification: this rule attempts to eliminate candidate key
attributes, which are often not appropriate for data analy-
sis.

4. The attribute has the String data type, contains only nu-
meric and associated characters (e.g., ‘.’, ‘-’), is not a can-
didate or foreign key, and is never displayed in a report or
screen in a nonnumerical format.
Justification: attributes with the String data type that con-
tain nonnumeric values cannot be manipulated algebrai-
cally.

After the domain classes have been assigned, the database
integration specialist may review the results and change any
inappropriate assignment.

A.2 Attribute groups with Coded domain classes

In this section, the justification for each assignment rule es-
tablished and presented in Table 3 is discussed.

1. An attribute assigned theNumber domain class combined
with an attribute assigned theDate domain class results in
the Date domain class for the combined attribute group.
This rule reflects situations when numbers are used to in-
crement or decrement a date.

2. Anattribute assigned theOrdinal domain class combined
with an attribute assigned the Ordinal domain class re-
sults in the Categorical domain class for the combined
attribute group. Intuitively, when two attributes that are
assigned the Ordinal domain class are combined, the re-
sultant attribute group should be assigned the Ordinal
domain class. This is not allowed because the ordering
priority is user determined and not an inherent character-
istic of attributes. Since the order property of the attributes
cannot be used, only the distinctness property is applica-
ble.

3. When combining an attribute assigned an Interval (i.e.,
Number orDate) domain classwith an attribute assigned
a Categorical domain class, a domain class will not be
assigned to the combined attribute group.Attributes with
these two domain classes cannot be combined meaning-
fully. For example, if Scr-A and Cons-A were com-
bined, the distance property of Scr-Awould be lost.Also,
since small differences in salary are not meaningful, the
distinctness property is no longer applicable.
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4. When combining an attribute assigned an Interval do-
main class with an attribute assigned anOrdinal domain
class, a domain class will not be assigned to the combined
attribute group. The reasons for this are similar to that of
rules 2 and 3.

5. When combining an attribute assigned an Interval do-
main class with an attribute assigned aDichotomous do-
main class, the interval domain class is assigned to the at-
tribute group. Dichotomous attributes are different from
other Nominal attributes since they can be treated as if
the distance property applied to them. Thus, they can be
analyzed as Interval attributes.

6. When two Dichotomous attributes are combined, the re-
sultant domain class is Dichotomous. Note that, in this
case, Dichotomous refers to a set of Dichotomous at-
tributes.

A.3 Functions selection rationale for Coded attribute groups

Table 4 presented the functions used for measuring the cor-
respondence between attribute groups with Coded domain
classes. In this section, the rationale for applying the func-
tions specified in this table is elaborated.

• Linear regression functions: an attribute group pair
assigned the Date domain class cannot be multi-
plied or divided. Thus, the correspondence of any
pair with the Date domain class will always be lin-
ear with respect to the attribute groups. Consider
the pair of attribute groups {{Project Start},
{Project Initiated On}}. The linear function
that correlates them will be of the form Pro-
ject Start+C = Project Initiated On, and
not of the form α×Project Startβ + C =
Project Initated On. The Pearson’s Coefficient of
Determination and Canonical Correlation are appropriate
for measuring their correspondence score. The result ex-
tracted for analysis isR2.A good discussion of these mea-
surement functions can be found in [52].

• Robust regression functions: an attribute group assigned
the Number domain class may correspond to an attribute
group assigned an Interval domain class in a nonlinear
fashion. We select the Box-Tidwell and Box-Cox func-
tions to measure the correspondence score, as of all the
appropriate functions, these two provide the best tradeoff
between computation speed and accuracy. Canonical Cor-
relation is used in the case of two multiattribute attribute
groups with Number domain classes because there is no
equivalent to the Box-Cox function that handles such a
case. The Box-Cox and Box-Tidwell functions are com-
monly discussed in statistics textbooks (e.g., [21,26]). R2

is the result derived from these functions.
• Ordinal functions: the Ordered Logit and Spearman’s

Rho (squared) are the only two functions we discovered
that exploit order information without exploiting distance
information. The use of Spearman’s Rho is discussed in
most introductory statistics textbooks (e.g., [7,31]. The se-
mantic equivalence of Spearman’s Rho and R is discussed
in [32]. A good discussion of the Ordered Logit and con-
verting the results of the Ordered Logit toR2 can be found
in [44].

• MANOVA and ANOVA: these functions are used when
one attribute group is assigned the Categorical domain
class while the other is assigned the Interval domain
class. The MANOVA is a generalization of the ANOVA
used when the attribute group on the interval scale has
multiple attributes. The η2 value of the MANOVA and
ANOVA has the same semantics as the regression coef-
ficient R2 measured by the various regression functions
[31]. Both of these functions are found in most textbooks
on regression and linear modeling (e.g., [52]).

• Goodman and Kruskal’s Lambda: this function trans-
forms the result of the chi-square test into a number that
is comparable to η2 and R2. Lambda is also used when
one attribute group has the Ordinal domain class, as we
have found no function that exploits ordering information
in that situation. Lambda is thoroughly discussed in [22].

• Logistic Regression, Point Biserial Correlation, Phi
Coefficient: all of these measurement functions exploit
the pseudodistance information found in attribute groups
with the Dichotomous domain class. A good discussion
of these functions can be found in [7,44].

• The relations to be integrated are preferably in 3NF:
relations in normal forms lower than 3NF have nonkey
functional dependencies that can cause errors during the
attribute matching step. The following kinds of dependen-
cies will cause errors:
– Repeating groups: our method will not be

able to identify the multiple matches of repeat-
ing groups found in non-First Normal Form
(1NF) relations. For example, in the integra-
tion of Student Course(Matric No,
Course 1 Grade, Course 2 Grade),
and Student Course(Matric No,
Course Grade), Course Grade matches with
Course 1 Grade and Course 2 Grade sep-
arately. However, our method will only be able to
match Course Grade with one of the non-1NF
attributes.

– One-to-one transitive dependencies: if a relation in
SecondNormalForm (2NF)has a one-to-one transitive
dependency, then the attributes with the dependency
are synonyms (i.e., synonyms within the relation).
Synonyms within a relation are redundant. For ex-
ample, in the relation Student(Matric No,
Dept Code, Dept Name), Dept Code and
Dept Name are synonyms. As in the non-1NF case,
our method will only successfully match one of the
two synonymous attributes. If only one-to-many
transitive dependencies exist, matching attributes and
attribute groups will be successfully detected.
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